
SENATE No. 539
By Ms. Resor, a petition (accompanied by bill, Senate, No. 539) of

Pamela P. Resor, Ruth B. Balser, Andrea F. Nuciforo, Jr., Susan C. Fargo
and other members of the General Court for legislation to protect the
natural and historic resources of the Commonwealth. Environment, Nat-
ural Resources and Agriculture.

In the Year Two Thousand and Five

An Act protecting the natural and historic resources of the

COMMONWEALTH.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority ofthe same, asfollows:

1 SECTION 1. Section 3A of chapter 708 of the General Laws,
2 as appearing in the 2002 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
3 adding the following paragraph:—
4 The advisory board shall, after considering the recommenda-
-5 tions of the secretary of environmental affairs, write guidelines to
6 be used by municipalities in conducting a modified alternatives
7 analysis and in determining what should be used as reasonable
8 mitigation under section 5 of chapter 132C. These guidelines may
9 consider the types and locations of the potential school projects

10 and the difficulty of siting school facilities in dense, urban areas
11 in which there exists a shortage of municipally owned sites,
12 shortage of available replacement lands or easements, and where
13 there are increased costs for construction and renovation.

1 SECTION 2. The General Laws are hereby amended by
2 inserting after chapter 1328 the following chapter;—

3 CHAPTER 132C. PUBLIC LANDS PRESERVATION ACT.

Section 1. It is hereby declared to be the policy of the common-
-5 wealth that lands or easements taken or acquired for natural
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6 resource purposes, consistent with Article 97, are a vital and
7 indispensable public natural and historic resource and, therefore,
8 that there shall be no net loss of lands or easements taken or
9 acquired for public natural resource purposes as a result of any

10 disposition or change in use of these lands, except as provided in
11 section Bof this chapter.

1 SECTION 2. As used in this chapter, except as otherwise indi-
-2 cated, the following words shall have the following meanings:—
3 “Alternatives analysis”, a description and analysis of alterna-
-4 tives to the disposition or change in use of or easements protected
5 under article 97 of the amendments to the constitution including,
6 but not limited to: a discussion of all feasible alternatives; a dis-
-7 cussion of the alternative of not using any lands originally
8 acquired for natural resource purposes, which includes a discus-
-9 sion of the other alternatives as compared to this alternative as a

10 baseline; a discussion of the appropriateness of other alternatives
11 for the proposed use; an analysis of the feasible alternatives in
12 light of relevant statutes, regulations, executive orders and other
13 policy directives; an analysis of the principal differences among
14 the feasible alternatives under consideration, particularly
15 regarding potential environmental impacts; and a brief discussion
16 of any alternatives no longer under consideration including the
17 reasons for no longer considering these alternatives.
18 “Article 97”, Article XLIX, as appearing in Article XCVII, of
19 the Amendments to the Constitution.
20 “Change in use” or “used for other purposes”, diversion of
21 lands or easements protected under Article 97, or a portion
22 thereof, from existing use to any use that is inconsistent with the
23 purposes of Article 97.
24 “Disposition” or “disposed”, the transfer of physical or legal
25 custody or control of lands or easements, or a portion thereof by
26 conveyance, taking by eminent domain, lease for any term,
27 granting or taking of interests in land, or any other means of
28 transfer or change of legal or physical control, regardless of
29 whether the transfer is the same or different uses, or consistent or
30 inconsistent purposes, except that (1) the issuance of a nonexclu-
-31 sive revocable license or permit for a term not to exceed 5 years,
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32 and (2) the issuance of a license under chapter 91, shall not be
33 considered a disposition.
34 “Lands or easements”, lands, easements, conservation restric-
-35 tions, agricultural and watershed preservation restrictions, and
36 preservation restrictions, as defined in section 31 of chapter 184,
37 and other restrictions or conditions contained in a deed, grant or
38 other instrument purporting to transfer or convey an interest in
39 land, regardless of the term of such easements, restrictions or con-
-40 ditions.
41 “Mitigation”, measures taken to ensure that the proposed dispo-
-42 sition or change in use does not result in a net loss of lands or
43 easements taken or acquired for natural resource purposes, mea-
-44 sured by acreage or value. The value shall be the full and fair
45 market value or the value of the property as would be used in the
46 proposed disposition, whichever is greater. Interests in land taken
47 or acquired for mitigation shall be held solely for natural resource
48 purposes. Any deed or other instrument conveying an interest in
49 land pertaining to lands or easements to be taken or acquired for
50 natural resource purposes shall contain a clear statement of those
51 purposes. All interests in land taken or acquired as mitigation
52 must be consistent with any local master plan written under
53 section 81D of chapter 41, any community preservation plan
54 written under chapter 44V, or any open space and recreation plan
55 of the municipality or municipalities where the proposed disposi-
-56 tion or change of use is to occur.
57 “Natural resource purposes”, the purposes described in Article
58 97.
59 “Owner”, the agency, municipality or political subdivision that
60 owns or has care, custody and control of the lands or easements
61 for which there is a proposed change in use.
62 “Taken or acquired”, obtained by gift, purchase, devise, grant,
63 exchange, rental, rental purchase, lease, taking by eminent domain
64 or otherwise by the commonwealth, any of its political subdivi-
-65 sions, and bodies politic, and any instrumentality thereof, or
66 through use of public funds, including so called land bank funds.
67 Section 3. The policy of the general court is not to enact legis-
-68 lation to allow a disposition or change in use of land or easements
69 acquired for natural resource purposes under Article 97, unless the
70 legislation:—
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71 (a) is accompanied by documentation demonstrating that the
owner or his designee has: (i) conducted an alternatives analysis;
(ii) determined that, for the proposed purpose to be achieved, no
feasible alternative exists and that the area of lands or easements
to be disposed of, or used for other purposes, has been minimized
to the extent practicable; (iii) provided mitigation; (iv) demon-
strated that the proposed disposition or change of use will, to the
extent feasible, avoid or minimize damage to the environment of
the subject lands or easements and adjacent lands or easements;
(v) certified that the disposition or change of use of the subject
lands or easements is not subject to review under sections 61to
62H, inclusive, of chapter 30, and regulations adopted under those
sections, or provide documentation certifying whether those sec-
tions have been complied with, including a copy of the certificates
of the secretary of environmental affairs and the environmental
impact report, where applicable; (vi) certified that the proposed
disposition or change in use is not inconsistent with any restric-
tion imposed, by deed or a condition of a gift, on the lands or
easements to be converted, as determined by legal counsel; (vii)
provided correspondence from the historical commission certi-
fying whether the subject lands or easements are listed or appear
eligible for listing on the register of historic places; (viii) given
public notice and provided a hearing regarding the change in use;
and (ix) provided a copy of the most recent deed for the transfer
of the fee interest in the lands or easements and a plan or sketch of
the lands or easements that indicates the portion to be disposed or
used for other purposes.
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98 (b) contains: (i) a specific description of the subject lands or

easements; (ii) a statement of the present uses of the lands or ease-
ments; (iii) a statement describing the purposes for which the land
was acquired; (iv) a statement of the proposed uses of the land and
easements, including whether these uses are public or private in
nature; (v) in the case of a disposition, the party to which there
will be a transfer of physical or legal control of lands or ease-
ments; (vi) a statement describing the mitigation that will be pro-
vided.
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Section 4. The secretary of environmental affairs shall develop
guidelines for use by municipalities in conducting an alternatives
analysis and identifying mitigation lands that constitute compli-
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ance with section 3. These guidelines may include, but are not
limited to, the nature, size, and location of the proposed mitigation
lands.
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Section 5. Sections 1, 3 and 4 and the definitions of alternatives
analysis and mitigation in section 2 shall not apply to a disposition
or change in use of lands or easements originally taken or
acquired for natural resource purposes to be used by a munici-
pality for the construction of a capital construction project, as
defined in chapter 708, in those municipalities with a population
of 90,000 or more persons or a population density greater than
9,000 persons per square mile, as determined by the latest federal
census. In this case, the municipality shall: (i) follow all proce-
dures required of municipalities seeking school building assis-
tance funds under said chapter 70B; (ii) conduct a modified
alternatives analysis; and (iii) provide reasonable mitigation, as
determined by the municipality, which may include, but need not
be limited to: payment by the city or town to fund natural
resources restoration activities within the municipality or to pur-
chase of lands or easements to be designated for natural resource
purposes; and continued public access to the subject lands,
including, but not limited to, the use of trails, pedestrian walk-
ways, open spaces, or recreation facilities; provided that, con-
tinued access to subject lands is not the only mitigation, (b) The
secretary of environmental affair shall make recommendations to
the school building advisory board, established pursuant to section
3A of chapter 708, to assist the board in writing guidelines to be
used by municipalities in conducting a modified alternatives
analysis and in determining what should be used as reasonable
mitigation to be in compliance with this section. The recommen-
dations may consider the types and locations of potential school
projects and the difficulty of siting school facilities in dense,
urban areas in which there exists a shortage of municipally owned
sites, a shortage of available replacement lands or easements, and
where there are increased costs for construction and renovation.
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144 Section 6. The joint committee on local affairs and the joint

committee on state administration shall file annual reports by
August 15 of each calendar year with the clerks of the senate and
house of representatives detailing their activities on all bills
referred to them that involve dispositions or changes in use of
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149 lands or easements taken or acquired for natural resources pur-
-150 poses under this chapter.

1 SECTION 3. This act shall take effect 120 days after its pas-
-2 sage.
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